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The Known Planets in 1994
Direct Imaging: Beta Pictoris b
Planetary System Center of Mass
Radial Velocity
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HAT-P-7b Ground vs. Space
Kepler’s Field of View

















Todd Klaus & Joe Twicken
Target and Aperture Definition

CCD Readout
CAL: Pixel Level Calibrations
Raw FFI Calibrated FFI
2011 Jan 11 – AAS Splinter Session – Getting Started with Kepler
Light Curves Also Need ‘Calibration’













 Odd depths ≠ even depths
 Unlikely a planet
 P1 = P2
 Unlikely a planet
Flight data, 1 TCE Flight data, 2 TCEs
Eclipsing Binary 
Discrimination Test Example
The Detection of Kepler-186f
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Kepler-186f
SOC Clusters
The Pleiades Supercomputer
For More Information
• http://kepler.nasa.gov
• http://www.nasa.gov/kepler/
• http://planetquest.jpl.nasa.gov/kepler/
• http://exoplanetarchive.ipac.caltech.edu
• https://archive.stsci.edu/kepler/
• http://exoplanets.org
• http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Exoplanet
